
Give EU Citizens a Vote in General
Elections and Referendums

Today, 50 years on from the UK extending the franchise to 18-year olds,
British politics is still blighted by democratic inequality. This is
particularly stark in the case of the 3.6 million EU citizens living in the
UK. In just under three weeks these nationals will have a vote in local
elections, but this is a right they are denied in General Elections and
referendums. Fifty years on from giving more people the vote we still have a
long way to go.
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Our Candidates for EU Elections

The Liberal Democrats will fight these elections as an unapologetically pro-
European Party campaigning hard for People’s Vote with an option to remain in
the the EU.

We are determined to give a voice to the millions of people who
demand better than Brexit Britain.

Today we’ve announced a strong, diverse mix of candidates, from those who’ve
joined the Liberal Democrats recently to those with long experience of the
European Parliament.

We will fight these elections on a clear message: a Liberal Democrat vote is
a vote to stop Brexit.

Across the country, the strength of our membership of 100,000 is being
deployed to prepare for both the European elections and for council elections
on May 2nd. 

From local communities to the EU institutions, Liberal Democrats are
determined to give a voice to the millions of people who demand better than
Brexit Britain.
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These brutal Conservative cuts to
education can’t continue.

I want to talk about something that we shouldn’t have to talk about in 2019.
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What kind of world are we giving to
our children?

When my son Gabriel was born, I didn’t imagine that he’d have quite such an
active political career before his first birthday.
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Happy Vaisakhi

I’d like to wish all of our Sikh members, supporters and candidates a Happy
Vaisakhi.

I know that today is a very special day for you as you celebrate not only the
year that Sikhism was born as a collective faith, the anniversary of the
founding of the Khalsa (the collective name given to Sikhs who’ve been
baptised), but also the start of the Sikh New Year.

As you spend the day visiting family and friends, swapping gifts, visiting
gudwaras, perhaps being baptised into the Khalsa or taking part in nagar
kirtan processions, I’d like to thank you for your contribution to our Party.

I spent some of my teenage years in Trinidad and Tobago, where it was normal
to celebrate the various festivals that were important to each and every
faith as if it were our own.
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Thinking about the celebration of Vaishakhi here in the UK makes me trawl my
memory for a taste of the food or a glimpse of a procession from sharing this
day with my young Sikh friends and their families. My memories are dim, but
what I remember most is the music – the Tabla (drums), the Shabad kirtan
(distinctive hymns) and the playing of the Harmonium, which I am guessing
might not be a traditional Sikh instrument, but certainly became a key
feature of Sikh celebrations when I was growing up.

If you are reading this and are not familiar with today’s festival, I’d
encourage you to look on YouTube where you can hear some of the beautiful
music that is a key feature of today’s celebrations.

If you are a member of the Sikh community, please do share some of the photos
and short videos from today with me on Twitter or Facebook and I will repost
them – make sure you get the permission of others in the photos/videos before
doing this though!

If you are not yet a member or supporter of our Party and would like to know
more or, even better, if you’d like to help us to better engage with the Sikh
community and focus on what’s relevant to you in our policy making, do join
us.

Start making a political difference to this country as a member or supporter
of a Party who cares.

In the meantime, Happy Vaisakhi to all!
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